To whom it may concern

12.5.2020

Subject: Reference Letter

We hereby confirm that the web-based solution PublicRadar developed and operated by CS SOFT a.s. (www.cs-soft.cz) has been successfully used by Slovak Training Academy, s.r.o. since 2019.

Website platform PublicRadar Portal (www.publicradar.cz) provides us with live situation display of tracked targets (helicopter fleet) based on its GPS position, thus enabling online visualization and monitoring of helicopters’ positions above the map, recording and archiving of the data (for debriefing) or administration of electronic log-books.

CS SOFT a.s. was also in charge of the delivery, configuration, and activation of tracking devices.

Many times solution from CS SOFT helped us when dealing with questions from public regarding altitudes flown by our helicopters, as well as it has proved as reliable source during debriefing of our students.

We are more than happy with PublicRadar and recommend CS SOFT a.s. as a reliable and trustworthy software supplier.

Yours sincerely,

Slovak Training Academy, s.r.o.

Lukáš Haláš
CEO / Executive Director
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